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Gender specific differences in auditory brain stem response in young patients with ADHD
Emma Claesdotter-Hybbinette*, Matti Cervin, Sofia Åkerlund, Maria Råstam, Magnus Lindvall

Abstract
Objective:The auditory brainstem response (ABR) is often affected in neurodevelopmental
disorders. The aim of this study was to investigate gender differences in ABR between young
females and young males with ADHD, compared to control subjects.
Method:We studied 63 females with ADHD (mean 13.8years), 26 female controls (mean
13.8years), 48 males with ADHD (mean 13.1 years), and 20 male controls (mean 12.8years). All
patients were diagnosed according to the DSM-IV. An ABR consists of seven positive peaks
(wave I–VII) 10 ms following a stimulus, recorded by electrodes on the mastoid processes of
each ear and on the forehead.
Results: When analysing the ABRs of the female ADHD patients 3 traits were identified; TR6,
TR14 and TR15. The higher value in TR6 (p=0.000064) is explained as an aberrant thalamus
profile. In TR14 (p=0.00059) presence of 3500 Hz-frequencies in the region from superior
olivary complex to thalamus. TR15 (p=0.00035) represents more aberrant curve profiles in
the region of the lateral leminiscus. In the ABR of the male patients we found we 3 traits; TR4,
TR5 and TR14. TR 4 (p=0.00105) is a lower correlation to a norm curve in inferior colliculus
and thalamic area. TR5 (p=0.00027) identifies irregular curve profiles representing the nucleus
cochlea. TR14 (p=0.00013) presence of 3500 Hz-frequencies in the region from superior olivary
complex to thalamus.
Conclusion: Young females with ADHD exhibited a significantly different ABR in a region
between cochlear nucleus and superior olivary complex and in the thalamic region. In the
male ADHD group ABR aberrancies were found in the midbrain region and in the more
peripheral part; nucleus cocleus. The only trait that was significantly different between the
ADHD group and the control subjects, for both male and females, was TR14. These data
indicate both gender specific aberrations in the ABR in ADHD subjects as well as specific
differences between ADHD subjects and normal controls.
Keywords: ABR; ADHD; Child and adolescent psychiatry; Diagnostics; Gender; Young patients
Introduction
Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)
has been recognized as one of the most common
neurodevelopmental disorders in childhood [1].
It is a heterogeneous condition with persistent
symptoms of hyperactivity, inattention and impulsiveness which impair functioning in multiple

settings [2, 3]. ADHD is a highly heritable disorder and twin studies have shown a heritability
rate of approximately 80 % [4]. The estimated
worldwide prevalence of ADHD in children is
around 5% [5]. The symptoms frequently persist
into adulthood and are associated with functional limitations as well as psychiatric and somatic morbidity. ADHD is a considerable burden
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to the affected individual and to society [1,
6]. ADHD is affecting both sexes, with a male
to female ratio approaching 1:1 [7] contrasting to previous studies showing a gender ratio
(girl:boy) ranging from 1:3 to 1:16 [8]. Over the
years research has been trying to find differences
in symptoms to explain the gender differences in
prevalence. It has been proposed that girls with
ADHD may be more likely to have the inattentive type of ADHD and may suffer more from
internalizing symptoms and inattention while,
boys on the other hand have more hyperactive
and aggressive symptoms [9-12].
An ADHD diagnosis should be based on
neurodevelopmental and clinical history [1,
2]. In addition, neuropsychological testing and
rating scales are often used as a supplement.
There is a great need for objective measures to
improve the diagnostic accurancy and to guide
clinical interventions. There are recent studies
that have focused on trying to find objective
neuropsychological testing methods for the
diagnostics of ADHD [13-17].
Auditory brainstem response (ABR) was
first described in 1971 [18] and refers to the
particular kind of event related potential (ERP)
where the stimulus is sound, in this case, in
the shape of distinct clicks at given intervals.
In ABR, electrodes are placed and calibrated
to study the processes that occur in the basic
auditory pathways, situated in the brainstem [19]
(Figure 1). ABR reflects the subcortical neuronal
electrical activity in the auditory pathway within
10 milliseconds (ms) after brief auditory stimuli.
The ABR wave-pattern provides information in
terms of the latencies and amplitudes of these
peaks. Analysis of the ABR wave patterns normally comprises measurements of inter-peak latencies as well as ratios of peak amplitudes [20,
21]. ABR is an objective method that does not
require active patient participation and is considered an objective approach to investigate brainstem function. In addition, complex stimuli may
reveal aberrations, which may not be assessed by
standard audiological ABR procedures. Complex
click stimuli (e.g. forward masking) were therefore used in the present study to increase the
possibility of detecting variances in comparison
with matched healthy children. The importance
of using complex stimuli is also stated for autism
spectrum disorder, ASD [22].
Several studies have shown that ABR is often
affected in ASD [23-28] adults with ADHD
[29, 30], schizophrenia [28, 31, 32] and bipolar
29
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disorders [33]. Possible ABR abnormalities in
young patients with ADHD need more studies
[34, 35].
We have previously presented a study on ABR in
young females with ADHD where we found ABR
traits specific for young females with ADHD
compared to control subjects [14]. The aim of
the present study is to investigate possible gender
differences in ABR between young females and
young males with ADHD, compared to control
subjects.
Methods
 Subjects

This study included a total of 63 females with
ADHD (age mean 13.8 years, SD 2.5), 26 female control subjects (age mean 13.8 years, SD
2.7), 48 young males with ADHD (age mean
13.1 years, SD 1.8), and 20 male control subjects
(age mean 12.8 years, SD 1.7). Patients and control subjects were in the age range of 7-17 years.
The age difference between boys and girls were
not statistically significant. All patients were instructed to not take any medication the day of
the testing.
All patients were recruited from the Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry outpatient department of
Eslöv and Lund, two cities in the south of Sweden. All patients were diagnosed according to
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, 4th Edition (DSM-IV). The diagnoses
were confirmed by the same senior psychiatrist.
The control groups were recruited from schools
in Lund and recruited subjects had no previous
record of any psychiatric disorder. Patients with
other concurrent psychiatric diagnoses were excluded to avoid comorbidity. Subjects with hearing impairment were excluded from the study.
Written informed consent was obtained from
all the subjects and their parents/guardians. The
study was approved by the regional ethics committee at the Lund University (Dnr: 2010-120).
 Apparatus and stimulus

The evoked potentials were recorded using
auditory brainstem response, ABR. The ABR
consists of a sequence of seven positive peaks
(wave I–VII) that normally occur within 10
ms following the onset of a stimulus recorded
by surface electrodes on the mastoid processes
of each ear and on the forehead. Waves I and
II are produced by the auditory nerve, whereas
the subsequent peaks are due to the combined
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electrical activity of nuclei at gradually higher
levels of the ascending auditory pathway in
the brainstem. Waves III and IV are believed
to be generated in the cochlear nucleus and
superior olivary complex (SOC), respectively,
whereas wave V is thought to represent activity
at the levels of lateral lemniscuses and inferior
colliculus [36, 37]. The measuring system used
was SensoDetect BERA (Brainstem Evoked
Response Audiometry) A1000. The stimuli
were presented via TDH-50P headphones
with Model 51 cushions (Telephonics,
Farmingdale, New York, USA). Presentations
were made binaurally with the stimuli in phase
over headphones.
In total, 4 sound stimuli were used. The sound
stimuli included square-shaped click pulses, high
frequency varied pulses, forward masking and
backward masking stimuli. The click pulses were
repeated until a total of 1024 accepted evoked
potentials had been collected for each sound
stimulus. Thus, each ABR waveform represents
an average of the responses to 1024 stimulus
presentations. TTL (transistor-transistor logic)
trigger pulses coordinated the sweeps with the
auditory stimuli. A TTL pulse is the signal which
tells the ABR system to measure. With a correctly
timed TTL pulse, all ABR representations will
be synchronized. Aberrant activity, such as
extremely high amplitudes due to extraordinary
movements was rejected. Sound levels were
calibrated using a Bruel and Kjaer sound level
meter and Type 4152 artificial ear (Bruel &
Kjaer S & V Measurement, Naerum, Denmark).
The acoustic output from the earphones
corresponded to SPL: 80 dB HL or 109 peSPL
(peak equivalence). A square-shaped click pulse
was used as probe in the auditory masking stimuli
[32]. The sound stimuli included square-shaped
click pulses (0.136 ms duration, including 0.023
ms rise and fall; 192 ms interstimulus interval),
high pass filtered pulses (a Butterworth high-pass
filtered square shaped click pulse with a cutoff of
3000Hz), forward masking (12.3 ms gap from
masker to click pulse) and backward masking
(12.3 ms from click pulse to the masker) stimuli
as previously described. A 1500-Hz Butterworth
low-pass filtered white noise, with 15 ms duration
(including 0.4 ms rise and fall times) was used
as masker for both forward and backward
masking stimuli. All stimuli were constructed
using MATLAB Signal Processing Toolbox
(The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts,
USA) and stored in a flash memory in the
SensoDetectBERA system.
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Figure 1: Illustration of wave pattern of the standard ABR and corresponding
anatomical structures within the first 10 ms after stimulation.
 Procedure

All tests were performed in a soundproof slightly
darkened room. Participants were comfortably
seated in an armchair with their legs on a small
footstool to assure a resting position. Five surface
electrodes were applied: two reference electrodes
on the mastoid bone behind the left and right
ear, respectively, and two active electrodes and
one ground electrode placed on the forehead.
To make sure a good transmission the sites were
washed with disinfectant and abrasive paste was
used to stick the electrodes. Absolute impedances
and inter electrode impedances were measured
before and after the experiments to verify that
electrode contact was maintained (below 5000
Ω). Earphones were fitted to cover both ears. The
subjects were instructed to turn off their cellular phones and relax with their eyes closed and
were permitted to fall asleep. The test requires
no active participation other than being subjected to sound stimulation. Before the test situation
written information had been sent home to the
subject’s parents or guardians as well as to the
subject. On site of the test session, subjects were
again verbally informed of the nature of the experiments. The click sounds were presented to
the subjects beforehand to make them acquainted with stimuli. The subjects were tested one at
a time and the duration of the testing procedure
was approximately 30 minutes.
30
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 Data analysis

Prior to further analysis the audiogram was
correlated to ABR data, from a group of healthy
and normal hearing individuals, derived from a
normative database to depict general audiogram
quality. This is a standard operating procedure of
this method in order to grant audiogram quality.
A low correlation led to exclusion of the patient
due to risk of erroneous measurement (e.g. loose
electrodes or head phones). The Sensodetect
system rejected all evoked potentials being of
abnormally high voltage (i.e. aberrant activity),
typically trigged by patient movement, coughing
or tension. Collected evoked potentials for each
sound stimulus from each individual was imported
to Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corp, Redmond,
WA, USA) and analyzed using SensoDetect®
BAS. Frequencies, latencies, amplitudes and
correlation coefficients to a normed ABR curve,
respectively, were investigated. Amplitudes were
measured from the positive peak of a given wave
to the bottom of the previous wave. Since the
amplitude values obtained were not read in μV,
microvolt outputs were indexed (i.e., normalized
by adding constants to avoid negative values,
then all amplitude values were divided by the
highest observed amplitude). Thus, relative linear
amplitudes are used in this study. In order to
identify specific pathologies along the auditory
pathway, correlation values to a normative ABR
curve were calculated for different sections of
the ABR. Values ranging from -1 to +1 were
obtained using Spearman rho. High, positive
values indicate similarity (e.g. no pathology)
values around zero indicate no relation, and low
values close to -1 indicate inverse relationship.
After the r-values for all sections of the total
ABR curve (0-10 ms) had been computed, the
results were ranked. Thus, the test subject’s most
aberrant ABR region, when compared with the
norm curve, depicts a high number, and vice
versa (Figure 2).
The same principle was used in order to identify
occurrence of high frequencies in the ABR
curves of the test subjects. A mathematically
constructed artificial ABR (a sine wave with
the frequency 3500Hz) was used as norm.
Norm population median values for every data
point in the ABR were used to construct the
artificial ABR. Every patient’s ABR curve was
correlated to this artificial ABR. The correlation
value was calculated for each possible starting
point in the ABR and the r (max) was used to
indicate occurrence of the specific frequency.
As the ambition with this operation was to see
31
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whether the test person had an occurrence of
the frequency or not, the outcomes were ranked
from 1 for all values between r=-1 to r=+0.1 and
thereafter 2 for r=0.1 to r=0.2 and so forth, with
10 for r=0.9 to r=1, indicating a perfect match to
the normed ABR.
Aberrancies in the ABR were denoted traits
(TR). The ABR trait numbering emanated from
the fact that a higher number of potentially
interesting traits were originally investigated.
However, not all of these qualified in terms of
test-retest prediction values. Thus, the traits
presented in this study shows gaps in numbering.
For measuring differences between young males
with ADHD compared to age matched control
group and young females with ADHD compared
to age matched control group, the nonparametric
test Mann–Whitney U was used.
Results
When analysing the ABRs of the female ADHD
patients we found aberrancies in three wave
areas these included wave VI (i.e. denoted TR6:
Aberrant thalamus profile ranging from 6.07.0ms), wave IV-VI (i.e. denoted TR14: Presence
of 3500 Hz-frequencies in the region 4.0-7.5ms
ranging from SOC to thalamus) and waves IIIIV (i.e. denoted TR15: Aberrant profile in the
region 3.3-4.3ms ranging from cochlear nuclei
to SOC). In the ABR of the male patients we
found aberrancies in three areas; wave IV-VI (i.e
denoted TR4: Low correlation to norm curve
in the region 3.5-7.5 ms ranging from inferior
colliculus to thalamus and i.e denoted TR14:
Presence of 3500 Hz-frequencies in the region
4.0-7.5ms ranging from SOC to thalamus)
and wave III (i.e denoted TR5: Low backward
masking correlation to norm curve in the region
2.5-4 ms indicating a peripheral function deficit
in the early auditory pathway.
Comparing the ABR of 63 girls with ADHD
to 26 age correlated control subjects three traits
were identified, denoted TR6, TR14 and TR15
(Figure 3a-e).
The higher value in TR6, specific for the ADHD
females (p=0.000064), as compared with the
female controls, is explained by more aberrant
curve profiles in the thalamic region at 6.0-7.0
ms. In TR14, a higher presence of 3500 Hz-frequencies in the midbrain region at 4.0-7.5 ms
(ranging from SOC to thalamus), was observed
for the ADHD group as compared with controls (p=0.00059). The higher value in TR15,
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specific for the ADHD females at 3.3-4.3 ms
(p=0.00035), as compared with the female controls, is explained by more aberrant curve profiles
in the region of the lateral leminiscus (Table 1).

The aim of this study was to identify differences
in brainstem responses, ABR, in young patients
diagnosed with ADHD compared to a control
group. To our knowledge this is the first ABR
study done on young patients (7-18 years) with
ADHD trying to find gender specific ABR
differences. In this study we compared the
young females with ADHD both to a young
female control group but also to young males
with ADHD and their male control group. In
the group of young males with ADHD we found
three traits specific for ADHD compared to
healthy controls; TR4, TR5 and TR14. In the
young female group we found three traits not
present in the healthy controls; TR6, TR14 and
TR15. One trait co-occurred in both gender
groups; TR14.
Looking at the ABR findings from a biological
view, two of the female traits (TR6 and TR14)
and one of the male traits (TR4) were found in
the thalamic area or in the near proximity. This
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Figure 3A: Trait 4, 5, 6, 14 and 15 and their p values. Mean and Standard Deviation is indicated in

the figures.
Figure
3a: Trait 4, 5, 6, 14 and 15 and their p values. Mean and Standard Deviation is
indicated in the figures.
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Due to the major rise in reported ADHD
prevalence during the past decades [38], the
public debate concerning the need for more
objective ADHD diagnosis has been vivid [19,
39, 40]. We have recently published an article
with results showing specific ABR differences in
the young female group with ADHD compared
to healthy controls [14].
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The only trait that was significantly different
between the ADHD group and the control
subjects, for both male and females, was TR14
(Table 1).

Figure 2: Median Curves of all Healthy females, ADHD females, Healthy males and
ADHD females. Sound 1, left ears.

C o r r e la t io n c lu s te r in g t o n o r m c u r v e

When looking at the ABR from 48 young males
with ADHD and comparing them to their 20
age correlated control subjects we found three
traits; TR4, TR5 and TR14 (Figure 3a-e). TR4
is described as a lower correlation to a norm
curve in inferior colliculus and thalamic area at
3.5-7.5 ms (p=0.00105). TR 5 identifies irregular curve profiles within peak III, ranging from
at 2.5-4.0 ms, representing the cochlear nucleus (p=0.00027). TR14 is described as a higher
presence of 3500 Hz-frequencies in the region
at 4.0-7.5ms (ranging from SOC to thalamus),
was observed for the ADHD male group as compared with controls (p=0.00013).
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Figure 3B: Trait 4, 5, 6, 14 and 15 and their p values. Mean and Standard Deviation is

indicated
the 4,
figures.
Figure
3b:inTrait
5, 6, 14 and 15 and their p values. Mean and Standard Deviation is indicated
in the figures.

supports other studies that have shown structural
and functional abnormalities in the deep parts
of the brain of young patients with ADHD [4143]. It has been described earlier that thalamic
dysfunction leads to symptoms of hyperactivity,
inattention and dysregulation of sleep and
wakefulness all of which are symptoms of ADHD
[44, 45]. The only trait that is not in the thalamic
area is TR5 representing the cochlear nucleus, a
more peripheral part of the brain. The cochlear
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Figure
3d:
Trait
4, 5, 6, 14 and 15 and their p values. Mean and Standard

Deviation is indicated in the figures.
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Figure
3e: Trait 4, 5, 6, 14 and 15 and their p values. Mean and Standard
Deviation is indicated in the figures.

nucleus is where parts of the auditory temporal
processing occurs. It is an important component
in sound detection in noisy environments and
in selective auditory attention [46], deficits in
these aspects of sound processing are frequent
symptoms in ADHD.
TR15, only present in the young female ADHD
group is located in lateral leminiscus; pons area.
Previous studies regarding brain activity have
shown higher resting-state activity in young
patients with ADHD compared to controls in
this area [47].
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TR14 which is present in both gender groups is
located in the midbrain ranging from SOC that
is the first major site of convergence of auditory
information from both ears important for localization of sound to thalamus. In Thalamus, transformation of soundsource acoustics (frequency,
time and amplitude) into perceptual features (i.e.
acoustic features) begins to form [48].
It is possible that these different traits found represent different subgroups of ADHD. Further
research areas would be to link the person with a
specific ABR trait to its reported symptoms. For
example do patients with prominent TR5 report
more ADHD symptoms involving hearing and
sound detection?
Early studies have shown age and gender differences in ABR [49], whereas there are other more
modern studies that demonstrate that the aging
process is essentially a peripheral phenomenon
which does not involve the central part of the
acoustic pathways [50-52]. Neurodevelopmental
differences may, at least partially, explain why
girls are diagnosed so much later than boys [53].
Since our patients are age matched we believe
that we have fully controlled for this factor in
our study.
It is clear from our material that ABR in young
patients with ADHD is gender specific. Only
one trait namely TR14 overlapped; the others
are gender specific.
Our findings support the fact that ADHD needs
to be looked upon as a diagnosis composed of
subgroups [9-12, 54, 55] a view that DSM5
and its subgrouping of ADHD supports. Our
study shows that ABR has the potential to be
the objective diagnostic instrument child and
adolescent psychiatry has been looking for. ABR is
a non-invasive method that is easily administered
to patients; it is not dependent on language
skills or cultural background [19]. Our findings
suggest that ABR could be used as a complement
and a support when diagnosing young patients
with ADHD. By means of our ABR findings we
have got a deeper understanding of the biological
nature of ADHD and its subgroups. The present
study suggests that the ABR method might
provide useful biomarkers to support the clinical
diagnoses of ADHD.
Many reports show possible regulation of locus
coeruleus activity by metylphenidates and by
atomoxetin [56-59]. Future research areas
of interest would be to investigate whether
medication would decrease the ABR differences
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Tabel 1: ABR results for young patients with ADHD compared to controls. Mann-Whitney U test was used. Female ADHD group (N=63),
female controls (N=26), male ADHD group (N=48) and male controls (N=20).
Trait
TR4
TR5
TR6
TR14
TR15

Female ADHD mean
(S.D.)
median
0.62 (0.29); 071
0.85 (0.14); 0.90
172 (56); 174
3.8 (1.8); 4
66 (47); 61

Female controls mean
(S.D.)
median
0.73 (0.19); 0,81
0.85 (0.22); 0.94
116 (49); 123
2.2 (1.9); 2
31 (24); 27

between the group of children with ADHD and
healthy controls, and if it is possible to predict
choice of medical treatment according to trait
match. There is also a need for longitudinal
studies with child and adolescent control subjects
with other psychiatric diagnoses to further
substantiate our findings. We have therefor
recently initiated a study of ABR and ASD in
young patients. Another study regarding ABR
and OCD has started in the autumn of 2015
at the University of Lund. Findings from these
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